
A New Irrigation 
System for Tandridge
Why we need it.  
What it means.  
How we will pay for it.



The key finding of the 2020 Membership 
Survey was that ‘the course should be an 
absolute priority...’ and ‘considerable 
support was expressed for installing 
Fairway Irrigation’.

The Course Manager and General 
Manager strongly support a project to 
install Fairway Irrigation, drill a Borehole 
and construct a Reservoir.

The club’s financial position makes such a 
project an affordable proposition but 
strong member support is needed.

This paper sets out the current position, 
the decisions that the Management 
Committee have taken, and the proposals 
for funding.
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History and Background

•  Securing Tandridge’s water supply through a project to install Fairway Irrigation and to 
construct a Reservoir and Borehole has been on the club’s agenda for many years but was 
put on hold during the initial stages of the Covid pandemic.

•  A detailed membership Survey was conducted in the summer of 2020. 360 members 
responded to this survey. A key finding of the 2020 Membership Survey was that ‘the 
course should be an absolute priority...and considerable support was expressed for 
installing Fairway Irrigation’.

•  While the planning up to 2020 had been geared towards the construction of a Reservoir 
in advance of an updated irrigation system, the view of both the new General Manager 
and the new Course Manager was that, subject to finance being available, we should look 
to install Fairway Irrigation first. After consideration, and after reviewing what peer group 
clubs were doing, the Management Committee accepted this view.

•  Once our operational and financial situation had stabilised throughout 2020, the project 
was revived. We spoke to peer group clubs who had undertaken similar projects, 
interviewed several Consultants, and visited clubs where work was currently being 
undertaken by the candidate firms. After conducting this due diligence, the Management 
Committee, in January 2021, approved moving forward with the Fairway Irrigation phase 
of the project and appointed Irritech as our Irrigation Consultant. For both financial 
as well as logistical reasons to do with planning requirements, it was decided to defer 
construction of a Reservoir until after the Centenary Year in 2024.

Why do we need an updated Irrigation system?

•  This is NOT about creating lush green fairways. It is about a sustainable response to 
a changing climate designed to ensure the survival of the golf course. It is also about 
protecting the investment we have already made in our greens and fairways.

•  Weather is becoming less predictable. The winter of 2019/20 was very wet and mild. In the 
following months, the UK experienced the sunniest spring on record with minimal rainfall.

•  How did this affect Tandridge? We were hit with a leatherjacket infestation that destroyed 
several fairways. We had to re-seed these fairways using javelins for irrigation, a very 
inefficient method. The entire 2020 season was played with bare fairways.

•  And yet one year later the course was in the best condition it has ever been, because we 
were lucky with no leatherjackets and reasonable rainfall.

•  We cannot continue to rely on being lucky!
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•  According to the Golf Greenkeeper’s Association, between half and two-thirds of golf 
facilities in the UK rely on mains water, and 75% of irrigation systems are more than 20 years 
old. Tandridge is in both categories.

•  We are entirely reliant on using mains water that is put onto the golf course in an expensive 
and inefficient manner, at the wrong time of day, and using outdated systems and machinery. 
It is not possible to continue doing this.

•  It is neither sustainable nor, in the long-term, acceptable, to put drinking water on grass.

•  It is essential that we can source and store our own water and not be reliant on mains water. 
It is even more important that we can put this water onto the course in a targeted and 
efficient manner.

•  A Reservoir will reduce our dependence on expensive mains water which can be restricted 
or banned at any time.

•  A Borehole allows the extraction of ground water and allows the reservoir to be filled up 
during winter for use during summer when it is needed.

•  Fairway Irrigation will allow the targeted, efficient watering of all parts of the course, 
including re-seeding and over-seeding where required. It will also allow the course to be 
watered at night rather than during the day when 50% of water is lost to evaporation.

Where are we now?

•  Following Irritech’s appraisal of our existing system and their subsequent findings, namely that 
an extension to add-on fairway watering is neither practical nor commercially sound, we have 
commissioned a new irrigation system design for the entire course. 

•  Four potential contractors were identified and given the scope. Each tender was reviewed in 
detail. Two contractors were identified and one has been preferred.

•  The quote for the Fairway Irrigation project is £821,614. In addition, there is £120,000 of VAT 
which cannot be recovered, £50,000 of additional costs (mainly in the greenkeeper’s yard), 
and £30,000 for the Borehole. This is a total of just over £1,000,000.

•  In addition, the cost of the reservoir will ultimately be determined by the extraction licence 
the environment agency grants the club. A reasonable estimate for what a 25,000 cubic metre 
reservoir might cost in 2024/25 is £300,000.
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Without an irrigation 
system it is all but impossible 
to ensure that a golf course 
can remain in playable 
condition. An irrigation 
system is as integral a part 
of golf course maintenance 
as the mowers used to cut 
tees, fairways and greens.
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What are our options now?

1.  Do nothing – we would be unable to maintain turf quality, we would fall behind other peer 
clubs, we would be restricted in how we deal with any leatherjacket or similar problems. If 
there were to be an extended ban on using mains water, at best we would have to concentrate 
solely on watering greens, at worst, we would have to close.

2.  Delay until after the Centenary and do Fairway Irrigation, Reservoir and Borehole all at the 
same time – there are the same risks in the interim as the “do-nothing” option. Prices for piping 
and other materials are rising and the project will likely be more expensive in 3 years’ time.

3.  Introduce only Fairway Irrigation now – this would be less expensive in the short-term, but 
the existing greens/tees/approaches irrigation system is 25+ years old and will need replacing in 
the near term anyway; and the existing system would not be compatible with the new systems.

4.  Install a modern state-of-the-art Irrigation system now across the entire estate – the 
benefits in terms of efficiency and being able to combat uncertain weather conditions 
are obvious. The major downside is that this project is expensive. A Borehole would be 
constructed as part of this project. 

What has the Management  
Committee decided to do?

•  Irritech’s advice, which has been accepted by the Management Committee at its meeting on the  
31st March 2022, is to appoint our preferred contractor to install a state-of-the-art Irrigation 
system across the entire estate, including greens, tees, approaches, and fairways. In line with our 
course evolution plans we will introduce infrastructure to anticipate any future widening of tee areas.

•  We will also drill a Borehole in a location near the greenkeeper complex. This does not need 
planning permission. We are not able to store any material amount of water in our existing tanks 
and the full benefit will not be available until the Reservoir is constructed. It does however give a 
degree of comfort and is likely to reduce the cost of using mains water by circa £8k a year.

•  The project will start in October 2022 and will be completed by March 2023.

•  We will start work immediately to re-submit a planning application to construct a Reservoir  
on the estate. This would be constructed no earlier than the winter of 2024/25 subject to 
available financing.
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A Reservoir will reduce 
our dependence on 
expensive mains water 
which can be restricted 
or banned at any time.
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How are we proposing to  
finance the project?

The total project will cost circa £1.3 million with £1 million being needed now for phase 1 to 
install a modern Irrigation system and the Borehole, and a further £300,000 needed in 2024/25 
for a Reservoir.

The Management Committee has reviewed our current financial situation and looked at examples 
of how peer group clubs have financed similar projects. Based on this analysis, the Committee 
made the decision that the Reservoir, Borehole and Fairway Irrigation project was affordable, and 
decided on the following financing strategy, in the order listed below.

•  The Club’s own resources  
Our current financial situation and our available cash resources provides us with some of the 
required financing, without having to curtail any of the course and clubhouse projects planned 
prior to the centenary. This will contribute in excess of £100,000 which means that we need to 
raise £900,000 towards the cost of the first phase.

•  A Member Levy  
The Fairway Irrigation, Reservoir and Borehole project is the largest project that the club will 
undertake for the foreseeable future. It is important that all members play their part in this 
financing. A Member Levy spreads the financing, at least to a small extent, across the entire 
membership. We will ask each playing member over the age of 18 to pay a Member Levy. This 
excludes non-playing members, who have played their part in financing previous projects, and 
also excludes junior members, who will do so in the future. The Levy will be set at 17.5% of 
the relevant annual subscription. For a Full Member aged 41 and over, this is £400. For a Full 
member aged 18 to 23, this is £100, and for an Associate member up to age 30, this is £70.

  The Levy will be taken in two tranches with the October 2022 and the April 2023 
subscriptions. For a Full member aged 41 and over, this will add £200 to each subscription.

  Applying a Member Levy of 17.5% will raise £200,000 and will reduce the amount we need to 
borrow to £700,000. This in turn makes our ability to service the cost of borrowing, and to 
repay the principal, very much more comfortable.
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•  Fairway Irrigation Bonds: 
  The most obvious way to finance the Fairway Irrigation project is to issue bonds to our 

members, as was done with the Course Development Works bonds issued in 2011 and 2013. 
At that time, 124 members subscribed for bonds totalling £520,000. In 2011, we had 773 
Members, so the take-up rate was 16%. We hope to do better this time.

  The advantages for the Club of member bonds as compared to commercial borrowing are that 
the cost of borrowing is lower, and no security is required. The downside however is that the 
maximum tenor of member bonds is inevitably shorter than a commercial mortgage loan.

  
  At this stage, the Management Committee is asking members to provide a non-binding 

expression of interest in purchasing Tandridge Golf Club Fairway Irrigation Bonds. Such 
expressions of interest should be provided by clicking on the link in the cover email as 
soon as possible but by Friday 6th May at the latest. All members of Tandridge Golf Club 
may apply for the Bonds. 

  Once the final financing structure has been determined, a formal Fairway Irrigation Bond Offer 
Document will be sent out, probably in June, with payment for the bonds due in September.

  The Bonds will be issued in denominations of £1,000 and will be repayable in 8 equal annual 
instalments from September 30, 2025 until September 30, 2032. In the event that a Bondholder 
ceases to be a member of Tandridge Golf Club, for whatever reason, the Bond will be 
repayable immediately in accordance with the instructions given by the Bondholder at the time 
of subscription. The Bonds will pay a 2.5% annual return and interest for the preceding year will 
also be paid on September 30 each year.

  The Bonds are not intended to be viewed just as a pure financial investment but also as support 
to your golf club. Previous generations of Tandridge members have provided development 
financing which has resulted in the magnificent course we have today. It is the turn of the 
current generation of members to step up and provide the financing that we need to secure 
the future by providing us with the ability to source, store and efficiently utilise non-mains 
water to maintain the course.

•  Commercial Mortgage Borrowing: 
  If we manage to raise the full £700,000 from the offer of member bonds, then there will be 

no need to take out a commercial mortgage loan at this stage, although we may consider 
this option to finance the Reservoir in 2024. In the event that members do not provide the 
full required £700,000, we will look to take out a Commercial Mortgage Loan to finance the 
shortfall, but this will probably mean deferring the project, possibly until after the centenary.
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Can the club afford the proposed borrowings?

We have modelled and sensitised the next 10 years using various assumptions. The conclusion 
is that the club can comfortably borrow £700,000 either in the form of Member Bonds, or as a 
combination of Member Bonds and a Commercial Mortgage Loan.

In the Base Case scenario, our total borrowing in 2023 would only be 63% of our subscription 
income and this would reduce to 21% by 2030. This compares to the limit set in our Rules of 100%.

Our Debt Service Coverage Ratio, defined our forecast Operating Surplus divided by the Capital 
Repayments due, would be 2.5 times in 2025 and would increase to 4 times in 2030. This means 
that, even in the tightest year, which is 2025, we would still be generating two and a half times as 
much cash as we would need to service the debt.

Even sensitising the forecast by assuming that we had an unexpected extra £50,000 of expenditure 
every year, the Debt Service Coverage Ratio never falls below 2.1 times.

This is a very comfortable situation and would mean that we would be able to continue investing 
in the Course Evolution Plan while servicing our debt.
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UK Met office 
predicts warmer, 
wetter winters 
and hotter, drier 
summers



Financing  
Options
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Q&A
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Q:  Who are Irritech?

A:   Irritech are the UK’s leading independent Specialists in golf course irrigation system 
appraisal, design and project management. They have been and will be involved in the 
complete irrigation project, from the first appraisal of our existing system, through the 
design stages, the material specifications and bill of quantities, preparation of tender 
documents, selection of contractors, supervision of the appointed contractors and 
providing the final approval of the works.

  Irritech are currently installing, or have recently completed, irrigation projects at the 
following courses:

 •  Sunningdale Old & New   

 •  Woking

 •  St. George’s Hill

 •  Hankley Common

 •  West Byfleet

 •  Burnham & Berrow

 •  The Drift

 •  The Buckinghamshire

 •  West Sussex

Q:  What is the state of our current Irrigation system?

A:   Our existing system’s main distribution pipework is PVC, installed many years ago. At 
that time it was future-proofed as well as it could be; supporting continual expansion 
through to today.

  In the irrigation environment, the pipes are subject to high pressures, many take-offs 
and frequent large pressure variations. PVC pipes become brittle and can crack under 
pressure and the many joints they require, subject to such loads, have a design life of no 
more than 25 years. Repairs are extremely difficult.

  Our system does not have adequate capacity to operate at the high pressure required to be 
extended any further and there is the danger of catastrophic failure in an ageing system. 
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  As a result of its history of fatigue and joint failures, PVC piping is no longer used by the 
irrigation industry. Modern systems use either High or Medium Density Polyethylene piping 
which is more resilient and long lasting than PVC, with pipework having circa 50-year life. It 
also requires fewer joints with modern fusion welding that is less prone to failure. 

  Our existing system has been expanded over the years and, as a result, is not a cohesive 
design, and it irrigates areas which do not need water and misses other areas which do. It 
is neither cost effective nor environmentally friendly.

  A modern well-designed system would be efficient in its delivery of only the required 
amount of water and only to the right places.

  Although a fairway irrigation system could, in principle, be ‘bolted-on’ to the existing 
tees, greens and approaches irrigation system, the Club would never benefit from 
the advantages of an integrated system and the systems would have to operated 
independently. Most importantly, the implications of replacing the existing system in a few 
years time would bring in to question why this was not done now. 

Q:  How did we choose the project and the contractor?

A:   We asked Irritech, in consultation with our Course Architect Tim Lobb, to ensure we 
can support his Course Evolution works, to provide a full irrigation system design along 
with specifications and bills of quantities for materials, to allow us to go out to tender, 
along with installation plans/schedules. We asked that the master plan should include 
irrigation to the tees, the fairways, the approaches, and the greens. Additionally, we 
included the practice hole, an area on The Birches where we have started a turf nursery, 
and the outfield of the practice range. 

  We asked Irritech to encompass all parameters including bore hole feasibility, water 
usage calculations, water storage and sourcing calculations, precipitation rates and 
sprinkler details. 

  We asked Irritech to look at pump station sizing, mainline pipe network arrangement, 
storage tank sizing, reservoir sizing, full material selection, and installation techniques. 

  We asked Irritech to provide a full set of digital pipe routing and sizing plans identifying 
sprinkler coverage with full control system, run time scheduling and zoning (coverage for 
Fairways) as well as schematic drawings for valve assembly construction / installation.

  Having received detailed plans and bills of quantities, the next step was to select possible 
contractors to carry out the work.
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  Luke Edgcumbe, Scott Weale and Peter Allington carried out due diligence on 5 contractors, 
all known to Irritech, who had carried out work (or were currently working) at our peer 
clubs. This involved inspecting their work and speaking to other Club Managers, Course 
Directors and Course Managers. 

 This process resulted in asking 4 companies being invited to quote for the work. All 4 did.

  Having received their quotations, we selected 2 companies (MJ Abbott and Lakes & Greens) 
to make a formal presentation to members of the Management Committee and to our 
consultants, Irritech. This they did in mid-January, 2022.

  Having carefully reviewed their quotations, capabilities and workmanship, the decision was made 
to go with Lakes & Greens (subject of course to raising the finance required for the projects).

Q:  What is the plan of work?

A:   The first part of the project is to drill the Borehole which will be done as soon as possible. 
Having carried out a geological survey, Irritech determined that a suitable site would be 
within the Greenkeeper’s compound. The cost will be approximately £30,000. We do not 
need a licence or planning permission to sink a bore hole. We are allowed to extract 20 
cubic metres per day, which we will put into our storage tanks, so there is a valid reason 
to do this now. The main benefit will be when the reservoir is built and we can use the 
Borehole during the winter months to fill the Reservoir for use during summer. Additionally, 
we have already submitted a pre-application to the Environmental Agency to increase the 
volume of water we can extract and the initial feedback from the EA is that we will be 
granted a winter extraction licence to allow this. 

  The second and largest part of the project is to install a new and comprehensive irrigation 
system. The work will start in October 2022 and will be complete by March or April 2023. 
Even without a reservoir, a new system will be 30/40% more efficient than our existing 
system. We will be able to target specific areas of our course that require water, without 
wasting it on areas that don’t need watering. Our current use of Javelins on the fairways is 
highly wasteful and can only be employed during the daytime as they require supervision. 
Watering in the daytime during hot weather wastes some 50% of the water by evaporation. 
We need to water at night.

  The third part of the project is to build a reservoir that can be filled by the bore hole during the 
winter months. We will start work after the centenary year of 2024, so completion is envisaged 
in 2025 with the reservoir fully operational in 2026. A reservoir containing 25,000 cubic 
metres would meet our average annual water requirement. The risk of remaining reliant on 
mains water is not compatible with the aspiration to ‘sustain and improve’ our course, as was 
highlighted in the 2020 Member Survey. The continued use of mains water (essentially drinking 
water) to irrigate our course is not ethically, environmentally or financially acceptable or viable. 
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Q:  Why do we need to include fairway coverage in our irrigation system?

A:   To address the problems that we have encountered on our fairways over the past few 
years, we have used mobile sprinklers and Javelins, which are both wasteful and inefficient 
in their application of water. They are also labour intensive. Installing a sprinkler system 
is a more advanced, effective and efficient way of applying water. It will improve the fine 
grass species across the course.

  We are one of the few comparable Clubs in the South of England that have not installed 
fairway irrigation. 

  The Club spent in the region of £35,000 in 2020 (excluding very high additional water 
costs) just on the recovery from the damage caused by drought and leatherjackets. An 
efficient irrigation system would have allowed us to more quickly recover from damage 
caused by outside influences.

Q:  Why don’t we just add a new fairway watering system to our existing system?

A:   This would be more expensive in the long run as we would incur two sets of mobilization 
costs, as the existing system will, in time, need replacing. There would also be two 
periods of disruption to the course. In addition, costs are very likely to rise in the interim.

  More importantly, the pipework we have around the course is not sufficient quality or 
size to allow the increases in both pressure and flow. It would require a separate system 
just for the fairways.

  The 2 systems would be incompatible. It would mean running 2 systems, side by side, 
with 2 separate control systems. The current system is decoder based. This ‘old’ system 
has been superseded by Module systems, and IC control methods. The old decoder 
system runs DC power current and module system runs AC. 

  It would not resolve the requirement for irrigation to run-off areas.

  The current system is becoming more and more expensive to maintain. We are 
constantly experiencing leaks and burst pipes. Our sprinkler heads need constant repair 
and/or replacement. Simply put, we are spending too much time and money maintaining a 
system that has a very limited life.
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Q:  Do we have sufficient water resources to run the system?

A:  At the moment and until we build the reservoir, the answer is no.

  However, as previously mentioned, a new system is likely to be 30/40% more efficient 
than our current system, by allowing us to target specific areas around the course, so 
what water we have available can be better used.

  Going forward, with a reservoir fed by our own bore hole, we can store enough water 
during the winter months to provide sufficient water for the coming summer barring 
truly exceptional sustained conditions. Our plan is for this to be built by 2025 and we will 
shortly be starting the planning applications and formalities required for a reservoir.

Q:  What will be the maintenance costs of having a full course irrigation system?

A:   The tender document has specified that the contractor would warrant and maintain the 
system for two years after installation.

  Thereafter, system maintenance costs would be those of ongoing maintenance and repair 
using a contractor as we already do.

  Initially maintenance costs would be lower than we currently experience with our ageing 
system. There would be some increased labour costs in the future associated with 
looking after the turf around an increased number of sprinkler heads.

Q:  The proposed system will be expensive, couldn’t it be done at a lower cost?

A:   Doing so would mean making compromises in both the standard of engineering in the 
system and the quality of both its control system and/or the coverage of the system.

  An under-engineered control system would mean less sophisticated control so it would not 
use water as efficiently or effectively as a well-designed and properly engineered system.

  We are designing a system to serve the Club for the next 30 years so it is essential that it 
is properly engineered to meet our current needs and be able to stand the test of time.

  Of the four contractors, the preferred contractor delivered the most cost-effective 
quote – in part because they are locally based and therefore their mobilization and 
ongoing subsistence costs during the contract are reduced.
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Q:  What are other courses doing?

A:   St Georges Hill, Liphook, Woking, Sunningdale, West Hill, Worplesdon, Hankley 
Common, West Byfleet, Royal Wimbledon, Walton Heath, West Sussex and Littlestone 
have all either recently installed similar systems or are in the process of doing so.

Q:   What assurances can you give us that irrigation will not change the character of the 
course and fairways?

A:   This is NOT about creating lush green fairways. It is about a sustainable response to a 
changing climate designed to ensure the survival of the golf course.

  Being able to balance the irrigation of our fairways and surrounds means we will be able 
to control moisture levels more precisely. Maintaining the moisture at lower levels will 
enable us to keep the fine grasses healthy.

  Irrigation alone could not, and will not, change the character of the course. We will still 
have firm running fairways in the summer, but we will be able to use the system to keep 
the grass alive on the fairways in periods of drought.

Q:  What benefits will it bring to the course? 

A:   Better quality playing surfaces including fairways with better grass species, which are 
more drought tolerant.

  Better surfaces throughout the whole golf course, with the time saved from accurate 
watering reducing the time spent hand watering during the day. 

  More accurate applications of the product Acelepryn. This helps combat Leatherjackets 
as the product requires 6-8mm of water immediately after application. The same process 
is required for summer wetting agents, allowing the course to recover quickly after 
periods of dry weather. 

  Confidence that when applying any application (chemicals and or seed), we have the 
resource and the means to support its primary purpose as opposed to be wholly reliant 
on mother nature.
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Q:  What disruption will it cause to the course during construction?

A:   The main pipework installation is completed by moling operations and possibly some 
trenching in certain areas, so the disruption is relatively small and from experience 
recovers quickly – normally in days or weeks at most.

 To minimise disruption, the contractors will work on one hole at a time.

  The preferred contractor operates on a 5-day working week enabling golf to continue 
almost uninterrupted at weekends. 

Q:  Why do we need to do the practice areas and the Birches?

A:   Not doing these areas would only save £30,000. The Birches is very important as it 
allows us to grow our own turf.

  It is proposed that for these peripheral areas, existing sprinkler heads will be transplanted 
rather than incurring the cost of purchasing new heads.

Q: What is our current financial situation?

A:   The member survey conducted in the summer of 2020 requested feedback from members 
on various financing options to alleviate the concerns created by the Covid pandemic.

  In response to this survey, a financial roadmap was put in place to implement a number of 
the financing options which had received member support.

 These included:

 •  Taking out a £200,000 loan under the CBILS loan scheme in September 2020 to 
ensure we had sufficient short-term liquidity. When our financial position improved, 
we repaid the loan in 2021 at the end of the first-year interest-free period.

 •  Offering a Life Membership Scheme to all members in 2020 which realised net 
proceeds of £161,000.

 •  Soliciting donations from members to support the construction of the new Practice 
Facility. 177 members supported this request and provided £78,836 in donations in 
September 2021 towards a total cost of £142,882.
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 •  The remaining item on the financial roadmap was to secure financing for the Reservoir, 
Borehole and Fairway Irrigation project.

 •  The club is currently in a very solid financial position as was shown in the most recent 
audited financial statements to September 30, 2021.

 •  In part this is because of the various government support schemes during the 
pandemic which allowed us to offset the loss of revenue from societies and the F&B 
operation. Mainly however, it is due to the increase in membership which translates 
into incremental income of over £100,000 per annum in subscriptions.

 •  As a result, our annual Operating Surplus (Net profit + Depreciation) has increased 
from under £150,000 per annum before the pandemic to a forecast of over £250,000 
per annum once the one-off pandemic items are no longer in place. 

 •  In addition, our balance sheet strength has improved. In October 2021, we fully repaid 
all outstanding member bonds for the Course Development Work undertaken from 
2011. As of March 31, 2022, our total debt was only £108,996, mainly the balances 
under two finance leases for course equipment. At the same time, our cash balance 
was £214,780 which is very healthy given that March is the low point of the year.

Q: How are our Peer Group Clubs financing these projects?

A:   There are many clubs similar to Tandridge who either have installed Fairway Irrigation 
in recent years or who are currently doing so. There is no one consistent model for 
financing a project of this size. Three examples are given below:

  Walton Heath has an ongoing project to install Fairway Irrigation on both of its 
courses. Our understanding is that this is being financed by a levy on members. The first 
instalment of this levy was £1,500 per member. 

  Sandy Lodge is also installing fairway Irrigation this year. Our understanding is that they 
have opted for a deferred levy type of scheme. They have borrowed commercially to 
finance the installation and will repay the loan by setting a £150 per year levy on each 
member for the next 10 years.

  Woking has recently installed Fairway Irrigation. Our understanding here is that they raised 
£1 million through a member bond issue at 0% interest which is repayable over 8 years.
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Q: Why don’t you sell the cottages to finance the project?

A:   One of the results from the 2020 survey was that 72% of the 360 respondents would 
support the sale of the two cottages at the entrance to the course. The cottages have 
been valued at circa £450,000 each. The Management Committee looked carefully at the 
alternative uses of the cottages and came to the conclusion that it would not be in the 
club’s best interest to sell either of the cottages. The reasons for this are as follows:

  From a purely financial point of view, the club would not incur any borrowing costs if it 
were to sell the cottages rather than borrowing the same amount. However, it would 
forego the annual rental streams as well as any ongoing capital appreciation. Over a 
20 plus year period, using reasonable assumptions, the club could be around £1 million 
worse off by selling the cottages.

  Given our much improved financial position, we do not have to sell the cottages to 
finance a project like Fairway Irrigation as we can afford to borrow the required sums and 
comfortably service the debt. This was not the case prior to the pandemic.

  Having cottages on our land occupied by a third-party owner has potential complexities. 
In renting out the cottages, we have the option to terminate the lease, which we have 
done recently. This could not be done if we did not own the cottages.

  As per Rule 83 of the Club Rules, selling the cottages would involve obtaining the support 
of 75% of all Voting Members i.e. 75% of the circa 525 Full members entitled to vote must 
actually do so in favour of a resolution to sell the cottages. While not insurmountable, 
this would be logistically difficult.

  The cottages are the club’s ultimate financial insurance policy. In extremis, the club could 
sell one or both cottages to alleviate any financial concerns. Once they are sold, this 
option is no longer there.

Q:  What are the restrictions on our borrowing?

A:   There are certain restrictions on our total borrowings within the Club Rules. Rule 
19 states that “the total borrowings shall not exceed the Club’s subscription income”. 
The Club’s subscription income in the 2021 accounts was £1,143,793. As our current 
borrowings at year-end will be £99,553, the maximum incremental amount we could 
borrow from all sources is £1,044,240. The proposed financing structure will mean that 
our borrowing at its highest point will only be 63% of the limit.
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Q:  How do I register my interest?

A:   At present we are not requesting formal applications for the Bonds. However, we do 
need to receive a Register of Intent by Friday 6th May. You can register your intent to 
purchase a bond by:

 •  Email to GM@tandridgegolfclub.com with a message specifying  
the number of £1000 Bonds you wish to purchase.

 •  Fill in the enclosed form and hand into the office.

 •  Go to www.tandridgegolfclub.com/irrigation and fill in the online form.




